OTHER (no fixed dates right now)

New Yorck/ Bethanien - Multimedia Installations - Several multimedia installations (projectors, computers, sensors, sound/music, interactivity)
- 2 artists from Trauma Studio and presented in Rome, Paris and Istanbul between 2009 and 2010
Camp - Silkscreen
Camp - Workshop - Kreativer Umgang mit Farbe/ creative handling with colore
Camp - Saniworkshop
New Yorck/ Bethanien - Performance - Collective (huge) metal sculpture
Camp - Performance - 35 costumes available for performances and ambulation in the street (to every one) - 25 antic roman & 10 original creation
Meeting Point: Camp - Action - With a mobile sound system we will pass different areas where Gentrification has already happened. We will
catch people‘s attention while dancing and protesting.
Camp - Exhibition - Le train des archéologues
Camp - Exhibition - Optical illusion
Camp - Exhibition - Paintings, performances, vidéos, sculpture
location to be announced - Streetartworkshop - Bring you own stickers or paste ups (if available)





















SOME ADRESSES:
(For more adresses check: stressfaktor.squat.net)
Abstand
Rigaerstr. 78, 10247 Berlin
(U-Bhf. Samariterstrasse (U5))
Bödi
Bödikerstr. 9
(S-Bhf. Ostkreuz)
Bunte Kuh / Kubiz
Bernkastelerstr. 78 (Weissensee), 13088 Berlin
(Tram 12, 24 Rennbahnstr.)
Dorfplatz
(place between XB-Liebig and Liebig14)
EA (Ermittlungsausschuss)
Gneisenaustr. 2a, 10961 Berlin
(U-Bhf. Mehringdamm (U7+U6))
In case you witness an arrest or you were
involved in it, you should call the EA or go to the
consultation hour
(Di 20:00-22:00). Tel.: 030-6922222
Fischladen
Rigaer Straße 83, 10247 Berlin
(U-Bhf. Samariterstraße (U5))

Laster und Hänger (autonomous trailer park)
Revaler- Ecke Modersohnstr., 10245 Berlin
(S+U-Bhf. Warschauer Strasse)

Sama-Café
Samariterstr. 32, 10247 Berlin
(U-Bhf. Samariterstrasse (U5))

Liebig14
Rigaerstr /Liebigstr. 14
( U-Bhf. Frankfurter Tor (U5))

Scherer8
Schererstr 8, 13347 Berlin
(S+U-Bhf. Wedding (U6, Ringbahn), U-Bhf.
Nauener Platz (U9))

Linienhof
Kleine Rosenthaler Str. 9/10
(U-Bhf. Rosenthaler Platz (U8))
Lunte
Weisestr. 53, 12049 Berlin
(U-Bhf. Boddinstrasse (U8))
M 99 (revolutionary equipment)
Manteuffelstr. 99, 10997 Berlin
(U-Bhf. Görlitzer Bahnhof(U1))
New Yorck 59
Mariannenplatz 2a, 10999 Berlin
(U-Bhf. Görlitzer Bahnhof (U1), Kottbuser
Tor (U1+U8))
Bethanien - left wing.
Projektraum H48 (Neukölln)
Hermannstr. 48, 12049 Berlin
2. backyard, 1. floor
(U-Bhf. Hermannplatz (U7+U8))

Kadterschmiede
Rigaer Str. 94, 10245 Berlin
(U-Bhf. Frankfurter Tor (U5))

Rauchhaus
Mariannenplatz 1A, 10997 Berlin
(U-Bhf. Görlitzer Bahnhof (U1), Kottbuser
Tor (U1+U8))

Køpi
Köpenicker Str. 137, 10179 Berlin
(near Ostbahnhof)

RAW-Tempel
Revaler Str. 99, 10245 Berlin
(S-Bhf. Warschauer Strasse)

Schwarzer Kanal (autonomous trailer park)
Kiefholzstr. 74, 12057 Berlin
(S-Bhf. Treptower Park)
Vetomat
Scharnweberstr. 35, 10247 Berlin
(U-Bhf. Samariterstrasse (U5))
XB-Liebig
Liebigstr. 34, 10247 Berlin
(U-Bhf. Frankfurter Tor (U5))
Zielona Gora
Grünbergerstr. 73, 10245 Berlin
(U-Bhf. Samariterstrasse (U5))

IMPORTANT TELEPHONE
NUMBERS:
Press contact: 015787210777
Information: 015207919732
or 015207919785
EA (in case of arrests): 030 6922222
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Welcome to the Intersquat Festival in Berlin!
First of all, great that you are joining this year’s Intersquat Festival.
If you have any language problems, please contact the persons in the information tent.
Right now, you are holding the programme booklet in your hands.
Here you can see all workshops, performances and information events which we received during the preparation time.
But fear not, there will be enough space for spontaneous workshops and performances.
If you want to do something that isn’t in the booklet, just go to the information tent.
You will find a wall with the programme where you can write down your spontaneous ideas.
The information tent is a really important organizing place for all of us cause you find lists with places
where you can dumpster (containern, recycle), the cooking list and the daily vigils
(security for the nights).
Since the camp is self-organized, please sign in for a shift.
If nobody signs in, we might have no warm meal or no security for the night.
Besides you always find persons in the information tent who know the programme, the city and other important things. Feel free to ask!
The camp follows the D.I.Y.-concept (Do-It-Yourself), i.e. we have no building or cooking masters.
The organizing group has a lot to arrange and manage, so if you can do something on your own – do it!
You have the opportunity to join an organizing plenum every morning.
Hopefully you find many tools, technical and logistic equipment on the camp.
Please be encouraged to use same carefully and respectfully.
We have just borrowed them from squats, friends or other associations.
However, you do not have to pay entry but you are kindly ask to donate so we can pay the electricity, gas,
water and other costs.
In the booklet you find some telephone numbers and addresses which will be quite useful during the festival.
WE DO NOT ACCEPT SEXIST, RACIST, ANTISEMITIC AND HOMOPHOBIAN BEHAVIOUR OR
ANY OTHER KIND OF DISCRIMINATION!!!! IF YOU WERE HARASSED IN ANY KIND, PLEASE
CONTACT THE INFORMATION TENT.

FRIDAY 10-09-2010
Day of arrival and camp construction
18:00 - Start: RAW (Revaler Straße) - Demonstration - We are invited to celebrate the 2nd anniversary of the O2-World event arena. We will
go through the closeby neighbourhoods, visit alternative projects which are endangered and go straight to the shitty hall to protest. Bring your
vuvuzuelas, whistles and drums.
22:00 - Köpi AGH - Concert - „Edelweißpiraten“ (Poland) - „Juggling Jugulars“ (Finland)
22:00 - XB-Liebig - Party - Soliparty for prisoners in Athens

SATURDAY 11-09-2010
11:00 - Camp - Exhibition - Diaporama of pictures about gentrification in cities especially in Shanghai
12:00 - Liebig14 - Workshop - Moving/ Building/ Color/ Line/ etc.; Urban construction and deconstruction for children and/ or adult
13:00 - Potsdamer Platz - Demonstration Freiheit statt Angst Demo
14:00 - Vetomat - Workshop - Stencil and chalk workshop + Vandal session in the street

